It can be hard to keep up with the latest apps that kids are using. Just when you’ve figured out how to talk to your kids about Facebook, they’ve moved on to Instagram or Snapchat. But here’s the deal: Even when new apps come along, adding new features such as the ability to disappear or track your location, they’re often not that different from other apps. And if you know what to look for, you can help your kid avoid some common social media pitfalls such as drama, cyberbullying, and oversharing.

Does a red flag mean your kid shouldn’t use a particular app? Not at all. Most kids use social media apps safely – and kids don’t always use every feature of every app. Also, you can often disable certain features so they’re no longer a problem. Finally, talking about using social media safely, responsibly, and respectfully is the best way to help your kid identify and avoid red flags.

Here are the most common social media red flags parents should know about.

**AGE-INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT**

Friends can share explicit stuff via messaging, but the bigger concern is whether an app features a lot of user-generated content that isn’t appropriate to your kid’s age. Your teen may not even need to follow users who are posting explicit stuff to come across it.

**PUBLIC DEFAULT SETTINGS**

Many apps allow a user to have a public or private profile, only shared with friends; however, some apps are public by default, which means that a kid’s name, picture, and posts are available to everyone.

What to do: Ask your kid whom she follows, and ask to see what’s being posted. Use the app yourself and get a sense of what comes up in an average feed. Then try searching for content you’re concerned about and see how easy it is to find. Check the terms of use to see what the app allows and whether users can flag violators.
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What to do: As soon as you download the app, go into the settings to check the defaults. If a kid is using the same program on a browser, check there, too.

LOCATION TRACKING AND SHARING

Wherever you go, there you are – and your social media apps know it. Though you may only indicate a city or neighborhood in a profile, allowing location identification often means that you’re tracked within a city block, and your posts may include your location.

What to do: Turn off location settings on the phone AND in the app; check to see whether previous posts include location information, and delete it.

REAL-TIME VIDEO STREAMING

Live streaming is just that – live – so it’s very easy to share something you didn’t mean to. Kids may use these apps in private (such as in their bedrooms) and inadvertently share personal information without knowing exactly who is watching. Though they may seem temporary, embarrassing or mean moments are easily captured and shared later.

What to do: Talk to your kids about why they want to share video of themselves, and what they should and shouldn’t share. Talk about positive, constructive uses of video sharing, such as creating shorts using editing programs or creating an interest-based channel to funnel your teen’s creativity.

ADS AND IN-APP PURCHASES

Free apps have to get paid somehow, and many developers do it through advertising and providing purchase opportunities. Some track what you buy and show you targeted ads, and some even have targeted chats with businesses, which means your kid is invited into a chat with someone trying to sell a product.

What to do: Know what’s available in the app and set limits around purchases. Check out the types of ads coming at your kids, teach them to recognize all the kinds of digital marketing, and talk about what to do if they’re approached online by someone trying to sell something.

‘TEMPORARY’ PICTURES AND VIDEOS

Nothing shared between devices is truly temporary, even when an app builds its whole marketing around it. Compromising pictures and texts get kids in real trouble because they believe what they’re sending is private and will disappear.

What to do: Let your kids know that nothing they send is truly temporary, and it’s easy for others to share what you’ve sent. Because it’s often hard for kids to really consider consequences, and they might think it won’t happen to them, it might be worth sharing some recent cases of kids getting in legal trouble because of “disappearing” pictures.

ANONYMITY

Anonymity doesn’t always breed cruelty, but it often does. On anonymous sites, people feel that their comments are consequence-free – and end up hurting others. Also, though kids may feel safe enough to share sensitive or painful things, they often don’t get the necessary support or help – and may get attacked.

What to do: Make sure your teen understands the risks involved and that they know how to block and report other users if necessary. Also, if they need connection but it’s hard to talk about a problem (especially with you), give them opportunities to share with other safe, trusted people.

CYBERBULLYING

Though many apps have improved their monitoring and reporting features, cyberbullying is still a reality. It can happen on any social media app, but some have a notorious mean streak. If an app allows anonymous posting and is used in schools, chances are some teens will abuse it.

What to do: Ask around and pay attention to what parents, teachers, and other kids say about it to get a sense if it’s stirring up trouble. Make sure your teen understands how to report and block other users, and check the school’s policy about cyberbullying.
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they do not give out personal information, such as their location, address, passwords, or any other private information.

Making an agreement with your child to check in with you before they download or start a new app is also beneficial. Although it may look safe to download, there are plenty of scams out there that cause viruses. If the app is safe, it is still helpful to know what apps and other types of social media your child is using. Encourage your child to always talk with you if they run into or see anything on the internet that makes them feel uncomfortable. Let them know that you are open to discussing issues and that their safety is important to you.

Setting limits on technology and educating your child on internet safety can seem overwhelming, but doing so can help prevent issues from arising in the future. Keep in mind that your child may not always make the best decisions, but by being open and honest with your child and providing them with education, you can help your child use technology in a safe and healthy way.

WORRIED ABOUT MONEY?

We can help! Financial counseling is part of your EAP. Call 1-800-627-8220 for more info.